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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Experimental therapies for ceroid lipofuscinosis, neuronal, 2 (CLN2), a genetic disorder of childhood
associated with progressive brain atrophy, are currently being developed. Because quantitative descriptions of the natural course of brain
volume loss are needed to evaluate novel therapies, we performed MR imaging volumetry of patients with CLN2 to identify a suitable MR
imaging marker of disease progression.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Thirteen patients (8 females, 5 males) were recruited from a prospective natural disease cohort of patients
with neuronal ceroid lipofuscinosis. Repeated MR imaging volumetric analysis (29 datasets) was performed by using the FreeSurfer
Software Suite. Follow-up time ranged from 8 months to 5.3 years. MR imaging–segmented brain volumes were correlated to patient age
and clinical scores.

RESULTS: Segmented brain volumes correlated significantly with patient age (lateral ventricles, r � 0.606, P � .001; supratentorial cortical
GM, r � �0.913, P � .001; supratentorial WM, r � �0.865, P � .001; basal ganglia/thalamus, r � �0.832, P � .001; cerebellar GM, r � �0.659,
P � .001; cerebellar WM, r � �0.830, P � .001) and clinical scores (lateral ventricles, r � �0.692, P � .001; supratentorial cortical GM, r �

0.862, P � .001; supratentorial WM, r � 0.735, P � .001; basal ganglia/thalamus, r � 0.758, P � .001; cerebellar GM, r � 0.609, P � .001;
cerebellar WM, r � 0.638, P � .001). Notably, supratentorial cortical GM showed a uniform decline across the patient cohort. During late
stages of the disease when the clinical score was zero, segmented brain volumes still correlated with patient age; this finding suggests that
MR imaging volumetry allows quantitative assessment of disease progression at stages when it cannot be detected by clinical assessment
alone.

CONCLUSIONS: Automated MR imaging volumetry, as a nonsubjective and highly sensitive tool, is feasible in CLN2 disease and provides
a quantitative basis to evaluate novel experimental therapies.

ABBREVIATIONS: CLN � ceroid lipofuscinosis, neuronal; NCL � neuronal ceroid lipofuscinoses; TPP1 � tripeptidyl-peptidase-1

Neuronal ceroid lipofuscinoses (NCL) are a group of neuro-

degenerative disorders with onset in childhood and are typ-

ically inherited in an autosomal recessive fashion. Their incidence

in European countries ranges from 1:14,000 to 1:100,000.1 To

date, at least 13 different genetic defects, ceroid lipofuscinosis

neuronal (CLN) 1–14, are known.2 They form the basis of a novel

classification system that includes the genetic defect and the time

of disease onset (eg, CLN2, late-infantile).3

CLN2 is one of the most common forms of NCL (MIM No.

204500). It is caused by mutations in the CLN2 gene, which codes

for the lysosomal enzyme tripeptidyl-peptidase-1 (TPP1). TPP1 is

a serine protease responsible for the breakdown of certain neuro-

peptides. A deficiency of TPP1 leads to an accumulation of lyso-

somal storage material in different cell types, including neurons,

astrocytes, vascular endothelial and smooth-muscle cells, fibro-

blasts, adipocytes, and skeletal muscle.2 CLN2 disease subse-

quently leads to neuronal degeneration and brain atrophy. Pa-

tients with CLN2 have epilepsy and a decline in cognition,
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language, and gross motor function starting at 2– 4 years of age.

The disease rapidly progresses, with loss of vision due to optic

atrophy and macular and retinal changes occurring in later dis-

ease stages.4 Nonclassic presentations (ie, juvenile, adult, or in-

fantile onset) exist as well.3,5-8

On conventional MR imaging, a marked supratentorial and

infratentorial atrophy with ventriculomegaly is the typical find-

ing. In addition, a progressive-but-mild increase of WM signal

intensity on T2WI and increased ADC values are observed.9,10

These findings have been largely related to myelin loss and glio-

sis11 and contrast with the decreasing ADC values observed dur-

ing normal brain maturation and myelination.12 Longitudinal

MR imaging is rarely performed in patients with NCL because

therapeutic options do not exist. Longitudinal MR brain volu-

metric studies have only been reported for CLN3 disease,13 and

only 1 cross-sectional study in patients with CLN2, focusing on

the size of CSF spaces, is available.14

The purpose of our study was to test our hypothesis that MR

imaging brain volumetry provides a quantitative tool to assess the

natural course of disease progression in CLN2 disease. More spe-

cifically, we hypothesized that GM volumes would be more

strongly linked to the clinical disease course compared with WM

regions and CSF spaces because CLN2 primarily involves the de-

generation of neurons in the cerebral and cerebellar cortices. We

aimed to establish reference values for current and future clinical

studies (intraventricular enzyme replacement [NCT01907087],

gene therapy [NCT01414985]; www.clinicaltrials.gov).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients
Thirteen patients with confirmed defects of the CLN2 gene un-

derwent MR imaging between 2008 and 2015 (On-line Table).

Two patients are identical twins (457–1 and 457–2). Approval

from the local ethics committee and written informed consent

from the parents were obtained before inclusion of the patients

into the study.

Clinical Scoring
The clinical course was assessed by using an established clinical

rating scale for CLN2 disease.15 The scale represents a 12-point

inventory of disease-based clinical assessments. The original scale

consists of 4 functional domains: motor, language, vision, and

tonic-clonic seizures. Within each domain, scores ranging from 0

to 3 are given, with 0 representing the absence of function and 3,

the age-appropriate normal function. The clinical score for tonic-

clonic seizures may be strongly influenced by the individual phar-

macologic management of each patient and may show high vari-

ability. Therefore, it was not used in this study. To address the

period before the diagnosis of CLN2 disease, we performed rat-

ings retrospectively on the basis of patient charts and parent in-

terviews. Once the diagnosis of CLN2 was established, ratings

were obtained prospectively at 6-month intervals at the NCL spe-

cialty clinic in Hamburg. Three independent raters performed the

clinical scoring, and the average score of all 3 raters was used for

the final result. Patient characteristics and clinical scores are sum-

marized in the On-line Table.

Imaging
MR imaging was performed on a 1.5T scanner (Avanto; Siemens,

Erlangen, Germany). Most children required either sedation or

general anesthesia to obtain adequate images. The imaging pro-

tocol included conventional MR imaging sequences (ie, FLAIR,

T2WI, DWI) and a 3D-T1-weighted MPRAGE sequence (TR/TE/

TI/flip angle, 1900/2.97/1100 ms/15°; matrix, 256 � 176; voxel

size, 1 � 1 � 1 mm3; whole-brain coverage), which was used for

the volumetric analysis. Initially, the 3D-T1-weighted MPRAGE

sequence was acquired in the axial plane. Due to relatively long

observation periods and updates to the software of the scanner,

scans were later acquired in the sagittal plane (TR/TE/TI/flip

angle, 2280/3.64/1000 ms/8°; matrix, 256 � 256; voxel size, 1 �

1 � 1 mm3).

Data Evaluation
We performed brain segmentation by using the FreeSurfer Soft-

ware Suite (stable Version 5.3.0, May 15, 2013; http://surfer.

nmr.mgh.harvard.edu),whiledisabling the skull-stripping option of

FreeSurfer.16

Before the segmentation in FreeSurfer, soft tissue and skull

were removed by using the Brain Extraction Tool in FSL (BET,

Version 2.1, FSL release 5.0, September 2012; http://fsl.fmrib.

ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/BET).17 Several options for brain extraction

were tested for each dataset, including robust brain center estima-

tion, bias field and neck cleanup, and different fractional intensity

threshold “f” values for the “standard_space_roi” command. We

found that an optimal brain extraction, defined as removal of as

much extracranial tissue as possible without removing brain tis-

sue, could be achieved by using either robust brain estimation or

the standard_space_roi command at f � 0.15. For patients with

�1 study, the longitudinal processing pipeline was used with an

intraindividual consistent skull-stripping mask. After segmenta-
tion, all datasets were checked visually for major segmentation
errors (ie, obvious errors of GM and WM segmentation, inclusion
of large amounts of dural venous sinuses or soft tissue). Such
studies would have resulted in exclusion from the final analysis.
No manual corrections for small segmentation errors were per-
formed to ensure standardized processing.

Of the large number of brain structures segmented by Free-
Surfer, the following regions were used for further evaluation
based on our hypothesis: supratentorial cortical GM (ie, total cor-
tical GM volume), supratentorial WM (ie, total cortical WM vol-
ume), deep GM structures (sum of segmented regions of caudate
nucleus, putamen, pallidum, and thalamus), cerebellar GM, cer-
ebellar WM, and lateral ventricles (sum of the lateral ventricles
and choroid plexus).

Statistical Analysis
For the assessment of correlation between different variables, the

Pearson correlation coefficient (r) was calculated. A linear corre-

lation was assumed. The first step included the calculation of a

correlation of volumetric data and clinical scoring with the age of

the patients. Then, a correlation analysis of volumetric data to the

overall clinical scoring was performed. Because the clinical score

was zero for 15 of 29 data points, the analysis was also performed

for clinical scores of �1 to demonstrate the ability of the volumet-

ric data to deliver reliable measurements of disease progression,
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even at the late stages of the disease. All comparisons were performed

at � � .05, without adjustment for multiplicity. Patient 467–1 was

not included in the statistical analysis due to his unusual clinical pre-

sentation (see “Results”). For graphic depiction of the data, we used

logarithmic fit functions and confidence intervals and calculated r2,

again assuming a logarithmic relationship.

RESULTS
Clinical Data
Individual clinical disease scores of each patient at the time of

baseline and follow-up MR imaging are given in the On-line Ta-

ble. Most patients had a highly predictable disease course with

symptom onset between 2 and 4 years of age and disease progres-

sion with complete loss of motor, language, and visual functions

by 4 –7.5 years of age. Patient 467–1 showed a very different dis-

ease course with late-onset and slower disease progression.

MR Imaging
Thirty-one 3D-T1-weighted MPRAGE datasets were available for

the 13 patients included in this study. Two datasets could not be

processed in FreeSurfer because Talairach transform did not run;

this scenario resulted in 29 datasets available for the final data

analysis.

Volumes of supratentorial cortical

GM, basal ganglia/thalamus, cerebellar

GM, and cerebellar WM decreased with

age, while the size of the lateral ventricles

increased (Figs 1 and 2).

We found that supratentorial corti-

cal GM showed a very uniform decline

across the patient cohort. Also, the re-

gions of basal ganglia/thalamus and in-

fratentorial WM showed a strong de-

cline, while the decline was less uniform

for cerebellar GM. Supratentorial WM

remained relatively stable with time (Fig

2). Patient 467–1, who presented with a

juvenile disease onset and first seizures

at 8.8 years of age, showed larger brain

volumes at 14 years of age compared

with all other patients and was, there-

fore, not included in the statistical

analysis.

Correlation of MR Imaging
Volumetry with Patient Age and
Clinical Scores
The correlation of volumetric data with

patient age was statistically significant

for all regions studied but was strongest

for supratentorial cortical GM (r �

�0.913, P � .001) (Table 1). Strong cor-

relations were also observed for the basal

ganglia/thalamus (r � �0.832, P �

.001) and cerebellar WM (r � �0.830,

P � .001). Correlations of segmented

volumes with patient age were signifi-

cant but less marked for the lateral ven-

tricles (r � 0.606, P � .001) and cerebellar GM (r � �0.659, P �

.001).

The correlation of volumetric data with clinical scores resulted

in high r values for the supratentorial cortical GM (r � 0.862, P �

.001) and the basal ganglia/thalamus (r � 0.758, P � .001), but the

correlation was significant for all regions studied. In addition,

clinical scores also correlated significantly with patient age

(r � �0.781, P � .001).

Correlation of MR Volumetry with Patient Age and
Clinical Scores for Scores of Less Than 1
Generally, clinical motor-language-visual scores of �1 were ob-

served in the late disease stages and in older patients (6–7 years and

older). Looking at MR imaging scans of patients with clinical scores

of zero, we found that patient age was significantly correlated with

volumes of supratentorial cortical GM, basal ganglia/thalamus, cer-

ebellar GM, and cerebellar WM, but not with the lateral ventricles

and supratentorial WM (Table 2).

DISCUSSION
MR imaging brain volumes of patients with genetically confirmed

CLN2 disease showed a marked decline with age for all brain

regions studied, while ventricular volumes increased. Segmented

FIG 1. Progressive brain atrophy in CLN2 disease. Baseline 3D-T1-weighted MPRAGE images in
axial, coronal, and sagittal planes (left to right) of patient 457–1 (A), segmented brain volumes (B),
and segmented brain volumes 4 years later (C).
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brain volumes were strongly correlated to patient age and, though

to a lesser extent, to a disease-specific clinical score. In line with

our hypothesis, we observed the strongest correlation with age

and clinical scores for GM regions, more specifically, supratento-

rial cortical GM and basal ganglia/thalamus. In addition, we cor-

related brain volumes with the age of the patient during the late

stages of the disease when the clinical scoring cannot assess disease

progression because the combined motor, language, and visual

scores were zero. We found that in those patients, brain volumes

were still significantly correlated with age for supratentorial cor-

tical GM, basal ganglia/thalamus, cerebellar GM, and cerebellar

WM. A single patient, who presented with a juvenile disease onset,

showed much higher brain volumes compared with patients with

late-infantile presentation.

The strong correlation of GM volumes to patient age and clin-

ical scores implies that GM regions are more suitable to assess

disease progression in CLN2 disease compared with the size of

lateral ventricles or supratentorial WM used previously.13,14,18 Of

GM regions studied, the supratentorial cortical GM showed the

highest correlation to age and clinical scoring but also a relatively

uniform decline across the patient cohort. Therefore, supratento-

rial cortical GM appears to be the region

most suited for an assessment of dis-
ease progression in CLN2 disease. The
finding that GM regions showed a
more uniform decline compared with
WM regions is also in keeping with
histopathologic findings of the under-
lying neuronal degeneration in CLN2
disease.4,19 In addition to cortical re-
gions, neuronal depletion of deep GM
regions (ie, the basal ganglia and thala-
mus) is not well-studied but is reported
to be less extensive compared with the
cerebral and cerebellar cortices.19

In contrast, we observed stronger
correlations of brain volumes of the
basal ganglia/thalamus with patient age
and clinical scores compared with cere-
bellar GM. This may be related to diffi-
culties in segmenting the cerebellum in
patients with very significant brain atro-
phy. Figure 2 shows that cerebellar GM
volumes slightly increased for patients
457–1, 457–2, and 468 –1 at the latest
follow-up scan. This finding is unex-
pected with respect to the clinical disease
course with progressive loss of motor,
language, and visual functions. There-
fore, these findings must represent seg-
mentation artifacts, which are most
likely due to small cerebellar volumes
and tight folding compared with the ce-
rebrum (see Fig 1B, -C, column far
right). The finding that MR imaging
brain volumes correlated with age, even
at disease stages when clinical scores
were zero, suggests that MR imaging

volumetry provides a quantitative tool to assess disease progression

even at late stages of the disease when progression cannot be detected

by clinical scoring.

Patient 467–1 was an outlier with a juvenile disease onset at 8

years of age. Patients with CLN2 usually present between 2 and 4

years of age. The different phenotype may be explained by the pa-

tient’s genetic background (compound heterozygous mutation with

c.509–1G�C/c.1439T�G). The c.509–1G�C mutation usually oc-

curs in patients with the classic late-infantile phenotypes, while the

c.1439T�G mutation has been reported in patients with early juve-

nile disease.3,6

The most suitable study for a comparison of our data with that of

healthy volunteers was published in 2012.20 A comparison of brain

volumes of our patients for whole-brain GM and WM, whole cere-

bellum, and ventricles starting at 4.8 years of age revealed distinc-

tively smaller volumes for whole-brain GM, whole-brain WM, and

the cerebellum compared with healthy controls. In contrast, the size

of the lateral ventricles was increased. These differences were much

more pronounced for older patients.

Previously, longitudinal brain atrophy in CLN2 has only been

assessed indirectly by using the size of CSF spaces.14 CSF space was

FIG 2. Age dependence of segmented brain volumes, logarithmic fit functions, and confidence
intervals.
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inversely correlated with the clinical scoring. However, the corre-
lations of brain volume changes of GM and WM regions in our
cohort were stronger; this finding suggests that whole-brain seg-
mentation is more suitable to assess disease progression.

Some limitations of our study need to be addressed. The recruit-
ment of patients and collection of clinical and MR imaging data were
initiated in a prospective fashion. However, 3D-T1WI parameters
(ie, primary imaging plane, TR, TE, water excitation) of the datasets
used in this report varied due to the long observation period and
adjustments due to scanner software updates. This may have resulted
in a higher variability of segmentation results, especially during the
late stages of the disease. Here, optimization of sequence parameters,
including the use of multiecho MPRAGE, may improve the segmen-
tation process in patients with severe atrophy. However, the decline
of GM volumes was very homogeneous, especially for supratentorial
cortical GM. It can, therefore, be concluded that slight changes to the
sequence parameters may not strongly affect volumetric outcomes in
our patients with CLN2. Possibly, the use of a more standardized
dataset may have provided significant correlations to the clinical
scores for supratentorial WM regions as well.

CONCLUSIONS
The MR imaging assessment of brain volumes in patients with

genetically confirmed CLN2 disease revealed a very uniform

progression of brain atrophy, strongly related to patient age.

Brain volumes also correlated with the clinical score, but to a

slightly lesser extent. MR imaging volumetry allows the assess-

ment of progressive brain volume loss even during late stages

of the disease when the clinical disease score cannot depict any

clinical changes. Our data suggest that

MR imaging volumetry is an objective

and highly sensitive tool to quantita-

tively describe disease progression and

to assess the efficacy of experimental

therapies in all stages of CLN2 disease.
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